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Data Deposit Guide for Iowa Research Online (IRO) 
 

Before depositing your data into IRO, you must be designated faculty or research staff at the University of Iowa. If you 

don’t have access and want to deposit data, please contact us.  

It may be useful to have the IRO Metadata Best Practices page open in another tab or the PDF of that info printed as you 

deposit data into IRO. It offers further guidance on some of the steps below. 

Depositing your data includes four major stages: uploading your data, describing it, specifying information about it, and 

acknowledging grant funding for it.  

  

First: Upload your Data 

1. Navigate to Iowa Research Online and Sign in (upper right-hand corner).  

 

2. Enter your HawkID login.  

 

o-•-·-

HawklD Login for Esploro 

l 

THE~ 
liNlVERSllY 

OFlOWA 

HawklD 

YourHawklD 

Password 

-

••••••••••••••••• 

- Forgot your HawklD or password? 

You will be logged in to this service securely. Information which will allow you to access the site 

you requested will be transmitted to the site. This information will be encrypted before it is sent. 

Please see the ITS Help Desk Shibboleth support pages for additional information. 

Please contact the ITS Help Desk for assistance, questions, or concerns. 

D 

mailto:lib-data@uiowa.edu
https://www.lib.uiowa.edu/data/share/iro/metadata-guide/
https://www.lib.uiowa.edu/data/files/2022/10/Data_Deposit_MetadataGuide_20220913.pdf
https://iro.uiowa.edu/
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3. Click on “+ADD CONTENT” in the upper right-hand corner.  

 

4. Choose “Works” from the drop-down menu. 
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Selecting your Works Type and Title 

5. From the “What are you submitting” drop-down menu, choose Dataset.  

 

6. Under “Search for your dataset,” type the title of your dataset to check if it’s already in use. Note: the best titles 
make clear that the content is a dataset, such as “Organophosphate degradation data” or “Dataset for 
organophosphate degradation study.” 

 

 

  

X 

o --•••........,ofb X + 

0 8 hit, 0/~ t ullOn 0110W * 0. ~,ch 

X nu ESSlHTW..S 

What are you submitting? * Required 
i - I 

* SUGGlSTlD 

Accepted manuscript 
fr/a wrU not b, outomohaJl(y co,rv,rttd to PDF. You con ol,o odd 6nks to fila 

Book chopter 

Conference presentation 

Dataset 
-op your file here or I Select files 

Journal article 

Preprint 

TMt CUlHTIALS DUCIIII( IT SMON UlAT"IONS 

What are you submitting? * Rcqu:rl'd 

O.it.uet 

rch for your dataset 
Ol't~ to grob en mor,y k.ods 

Organophosph.lte ct.gr.id.ition d.ita 

'°"'° 
.. ~\!01\ZOI, ) 

DESCRIBEff 
,. 
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7. If that title is available, you will see the “We found nothing...” notification and you can use it. If that title is 
found, try an alternative descriptive title for your data.   

 

Adding Files 

8. Click “Select Files” to upload your dataset file or use drag and drop. Note: Ignore the “add links to file” option.  

 

9. For this example, we will choose “select files” and upload our dataset as a CSV file. 

 

Search for your dataset 
We:'// otttmf)l to grab as many tktoils from ~ dotCMI 

filleo,OOI 

Organophosphate degradation data 

al o v,ganophosphat d 1odat1 n data 

Add your files 

Uplood {,Its (mOMlC.lm size: • 500MB ,-filt). F,fts will not be outomoticolly convtrttd to POF. You con also add links to files 

Add your files 

Upload files (maximum sut 500MB ,- /ilt). Files will not bt ovtomoticolly converttd to POF. You con also add links to files 

Add your files 

Uplood files (maximum sue: • 500MB pt, /ilt). Fitts w,1/ not be: outomot,colly <onVf!rttd to POF. You con also ecld links to files 

Drop your file here or (iiiect files 

AOOEO FILES: Edit met.data X ~ .tll 

1 OP_Degr.Mlatlon_1 It CSV S Bytes ✓ X V 
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10. In addition to the CSV document with the data, we have added a TXT file for our README. To set the content 
type for this file, click on the file name, choose the drop down arrow to the right of the upload, and choose “+ 
Set Content Type” below the uploaded file.  

 

11. Since this TXT file is a README, we have selected that content type from the drop-down menu.   

 

12. Repeat steps 10 & 11 for each file you add, choosing the appropriate content type for each file. For this 
example, we have chosen “Data Dictionary” as our third file.   

 

ADDED FILES: Edit metadata X Removeall 

7. OP_Degradation_1 I CSV 5 Bytes ✓ X V 

2. OP _Degradation_Readme 6 TXT 27.65 KB ✓ o 
+ Add license + Add file description + Set file access + Set content type ' 

Drop your file here or Select files 

AD 

- D_a_t_a_o_,_ct_,o_n_a_ry __ -1" 
Errata 

Proof 

Video 
;v s Bytes 

, Audio ~ TXT 27.65 KB 

README '-- I., ,( 
+ Add licen~ e description + Se t file access 

ADDED FILES: 

1. OP_Degradation_1 i csv 5 Bytes 

2. OP _Degradation_Readme 6 TXT I 27.65 KB 

3. DataDictionaryExample_1 El XLSX I 1832 Kil 

File t1pe 

Data Dictionary • X 

+ Add license + Add file descript ion + Set file access 

Edit metadata X Remov, 

✓ X 

✓ X 

Edit met3data X Remove all 

✓ X V 

✓ X V 

✓ X ,,._ 
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13. If you would like to add a license to your file or dataset, click on the file name and then choose  “+ add license”.  

 

14. A pop-up window of license options will open; click the license type to select it. Note: you can choose a separate 
license for each file individually or apply one license type to all the files by checking the “apply to all files” box. If 
you need help choosing a license for your dataset, see this page.  

 

  

3. DataDictionaryExample_ 1 f3 XLSX 18.32 KB 

File type 

Data Dictionary ... X 

~ + Add file description + Set file access 

Need help deciding? 

ms: Annouuon - 1ou must give appropnace creme, proviae a 11nK co me 11cense, ano 

indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that 

suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Noncommercial - You may not use the material 

for commercial purposes. No Derivatives - If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you 

may not distribute the modified material. 

CCO Vl.O (CCO_Vl.0) 

The Creative Commons CCO Public Domain Dedication waives copyright interest in a work you've 

created and dedicates it to the world-wide public domain. Use CCO to opt out of copyright entirely 

and ensure your work has the widest reach. As with the Un license and typical software licenses, 

CCO disclaims warranties. CCO is very similar to the Unlicense. 

PDM V1 .0 (CC-PDM_Vl.O) 

This work has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all 

related and neighboring rights. You can copy, modify, distribute and perform the work, even for 

commercial purposes, all wi thout asking permission. 

No Copyright - United States (NoC-US) 

Th is Rights Statement should be used for Items for which the organization that intends to make 

the Item available has determined are free of copyright under the laws of the United States. This 

Rights Statement should not be used for Orphan Works (which are assumed to be in-copyright) or 

for Items where the organization that intends to make the Item available has not undertaken an 

effort to ascertain the copyright status of the underlying Work. 

Dataset 

Open Data Commons Attribution (ODC-By) V1 .0 (ODC- By_Vl.0) 

Allows any use of the data (share, modify) as long as the source is attributed. 

Open Data Commons Open Database license (ODbL) v1 .0 (ODC-Odbl_Vl.O) 

Allows any use of the data (share, modify) as long as the source is attributed and the resulting 

content is also made freely available. 

ODC Public Domain Dedication and Licence (PDDL) v1 .0 (PDDL_Vl.0) 

Allows free use of the database - there are no restrictions. 

Open Database Commons Database Contents License (DbCL) vl .O (ODC-DbCL_ Vl.O) 

Allows free use of the content of the database but protects rights to the design of the database. 

CD 

CD 

CD 

CD 

CD 

CD 

CD 

Cancel 

Choose one; 

click on 

license type 

to select it. 

https://www.lib.uiowa.edu/data/share/licenses/
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15. In our example, we have selected the Open Data Commons Attribution license and applied it to all uploads.  

 

Second: Describe Your Data  

1. In the top navigation menu, you can (a) click through each tab or (b) use the upper right corner navigation and 
click the forward arrow “>” to proceed through the steps.  

 

2. The title should auto-populate based on the title you assigned when you uploaded the data.  

 

X 

ADDED FILES: Edit metadata X Remove all 

I. 1 I!! JPG 328.8 KB ✓ X A 

LJctn~ 

Open Data Commons Attribution (ODC-By) V1.0 -'' X 

File type • X 

+ Add file description + Set file access 

2. 2021-12-16_DataManagemenlEssentials_Draft Revised 12.30.2021 ✓ X A 

LKtn~ 

Open Data Commons Attribution (ODC-By) V1.0 _,. X 

+ Add file description + Set file access + Set content type 

DESCRIBE IT SPECIFY * Skip to end 

Click through each t ab or use navigation 

tab in corner 

THE ESSENTIALS DESCRIBE IT SPECIFY RELATIONS * Skip to end 

Enter a title * Required 
Asset title * 

Organophosphate degradation data X 
A 

NEXT STEP IS 2 OF S 

DESCRIBE IT > 

NEXT STEP IS 3 OF 5 ) 

SPECIFY 
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Adding Keywords 

3. Enter keywords that describe the dataset; press ‘enter’ to add it to your list. Note: Each keyword must be 
entered individually; the system does not allow for typing multiple words with commas separating each one. If 
your descriptive phrase is two words, you may separate with a space, and then press ‘enter’.  

 

 

 

Adding Authors and Related People 

4. a. Your name should auto-populate since you are logged in. Note: Ignore the drop down to “select role” for each 
author. 

 

4. b. To add additional people, look them up by name. Begin typing their name into the text entry field (Last Name, 
First Name). Please note the following: 

a. Make sure you add the correct person. In the example below, you can see there are two different people 
in different disciplines with similar names. 

b. If you cannot find a name, email us and we will add them. (Be aware this is especially common with 
graduate students.) Do not add a new person to the system. You can continue with the next steps in the 
submission process even if all people are not yet added.   

 

 

Research to ics 
Enter keywords 

Organophosphate~ 

Add "Organophosphates" 

Research topics 

Enter keywords Organophosphates X Biological degradation X 

What keywords look like when added ta your list 

Related people 

Lookup people by name or Add a new person or 

Brian Westra - Select role ~ 

/ "•=•"""' '°'"""•"=/S<"°'"' ,m_ I 

Your name sh ould auto-popu late I 

Related 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0898-078X 

Lookup people by name 

Martinez, Andre~ or Add a new person or 

Andres Martinez (Andres Jose, Martinez Araneda) - University of Iowa, IIHR--Hydroscience and Engineering 

Andres Martfnez-- ResearchTopics: Archaeology 

mailto:lib-data@uiowa.edu
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5.  Once all authors are added, you can organize them in the order chosen for publication using the up and down 
arrows to the right. The author at the top of the group will be listed first.  

 

6. Offer a brief description of the dataset. This will be the abstract for the dataset. Note: this description should be 
specific to the dataset and should be different than the abstract for the article you’re publishing.   

 

Third: Specify information about your data 

1. Next move to the “Specify” tab or click the navigation button in the corner.  

 

Adding Publisher, DOI, Collection Dates, Language 

2. For “Where was the data published?” use University of Iowa (unless the data was already published elsewhere 
or is a subset of previously published data.) 

 

• -
• -

Brian Westra - Select role ... 

Humanities and Social Sciences/Scholarly Impact / G) https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0898-078X 

Andres Martinez - Select role ... 

IIHR--Hydroscience and Engineering / https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0572-1494 

Description 
Norm I : B I U x, >e 2 i= •- -

Type a description here ... 

X 0£SCRl8( IT SPEOFY 

Where was the data published? 

Institution or Publisher nam 

,. 

*s p to...ci 

Click on "specify" tab or use 

navigation button 

Where was the data published? 
Institution or Publisher name 

University of Iowa 

NEXT STEJ> IS 3 OF S ) 

SPECIFY 

,.. 
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3. Click reserve a DOI to include in the citation for the manuscript you’re submitting.  

 

4. The system will generate a DOI for your data.  

 

5. Ignore the “date published” prompt. Note: we will enter this into the system when the dataset is published.  

 

6. Enter the dates the data was collected, then select the language of this publication from the drop-down menu.  

 

Got a DOI? 

Enter 001 number 

Got a DOI? 
A DOI has been reserved. The DOI will become relevant once the dataset gers published. 

Reserved DOI: 10.25820/data.006181 X Dismiss DOI 

Date 

x. 06/t • 

When was the data collected? 
You can choose to leave the 2nd input blank. 

From Date ~ ➔ To Date 

Language 

Select language A~ English X 
-------------
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Adding Methods, Coverage, Etc.  

7.  Click “Add additional info, such as methods, coverage etc.”  

 

8. Now you can add geospatial, methods, coverage, and/or technical information, if relevant.  

 

 

 

X 
THE 

ESSENTIAU 

Date published 

Date El 

O(S(RII[ IT SPECIFY 

When was the data collected? 
You con choos# lo l«lvr ~ 2nd input bionic. 

From Oat• El ➔ To Oat• El 

Language 

Seloct language 

Add additional info, such as methods, c~rage,, etc.. 

Geospatial Info 

0 Address 0 Point 

Methods 

Enter text or paste HTML 

Coverage 

!!!ter text or paste HTML 

Technical Information 

Enter text or paste HTML 

RUATIONS * .......... 

0 Bounding-box 
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9. Geolocation information is only needed when the location where the data was collected is relevant to the data 
itself (e.g., a sediment sample collected in a specific location).  

a. If you add geolocation information, use WGS 84 (World Geodetic System) coordinates.  

b. Use only decimal numbers for coordinates. Longitudes are -180 to 180 (0 is Greenwich, negative 
numbers are west, positive numbers are east), Latitudes are -90 to 90 (0 is the equator; negative 
numbers are south, positive numbers north). For example: Latitude: -79.272 Longitude: 37.114 

 

10. If you add methods information, focus on the methods that are relevant to the data. This should describe the 
methodology employed for the study or research. This information can be entered as text, or you can paste 
HTML.  

 

11. Ignore the coverage information.  

 

12. If you add technical information, include information about the design, implementation, operation, use, and/or 
maintenance of a system or process.  

 

Geospatial Info 

0 Address LI Point 0 Bounding-box 

Latitude Longitude 

This 1eld is required This 7eld is required 

Methods 

Enter text or paste HTML 

Technica l Information 

Enter text or paste HTML 
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Fourth: Acknowledge Grant Funding Related to your Research Data 

1. Navigate to the Relations tab either by clicking directly on the tab or using forward navigation in the upper right-
hand corner.  

 

 

2. Search for the grant either by name or ID. If entering information about an NIH grant, see step #3 below.   

 

 

3. For NIH grants, search by the grant number – specifically the activity code, institute/center, and serial number. 
The grant number typically begins with a letter and is followed by a series of numbers, omitting application type, 
support year, etc. This image from NIH has an illustration of what numbers are relevant.   

 

 

 

 

X THC £5SENTIAlS 0£.SCRIBl IT SPECIFY 

Choose one 

Related qrants 

I or 1---------------~ 

Lookup grants by name or ID 

1111 Add a new grant 

Understanding persistent pain and innovating, testing and implementing new solutions. (1178444) 
National Health and Medical Research Council (Australia, Canberra) - NHMRC 

Related qrants 

I or 
1----------------~ 

Lookup grants by name or ID 

p42~ Add a new grant 

SUGGESTIONS 

Airborne PCBs: Sources, Exposures, Toxicities, Remediation (P42ES013661) 

National Institutes of Health (United States, Bethesda) - NIH, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (United States, Durham) - N 

Superfund Research Program at Boston University P42ES007381) 

National Institutes of Health (United States, Bethesda) - NIH, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (United States, Durham) - NIEi-

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/acknow_grant_format.png
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4. If your grant isn’t in the system already, choose “Add a New Grant.”  

 

 

5. Enter the grant name, ID, and funding body for your grant (these items are required before you can move 
forward in the navigation.) 

 

6. Navigate to the Review tab using the upper-right hand navigation.  

 

 

Rei ated grants 

Lookup grants by name or ILl o r 

Re.I n.te.cln rn ntc; 
Grant Name 

Grant Id X 

The funding body 
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7. Review the Asset Summary for accuracy. Read the Terms and Conditions policy and check the box indicating 
that you agree. This will toggle the submit button to be functional, then hit “Submit.”  

 

8. Your documents and descriptions will now be reviewed by UIowa Libraries.  

X < go back 

The asset can't be submitted yet. Please see warnings below and revise the form accordingly 

0 By checking this box, you are indicating that you have read the Terms and conditions 

policy and agree to its terms. 

+ Add message to admin for this asset 

+ Add copyright information 

Asset summary 

ASSET TYPE Dataset 

TITLE Organophosphate degradation data 

AUTHORS Brian Westra , Andres Martinez 

FILES 1. OP _Degradation_ 1.csv 

2. OP _Degradation_Readme.txt 

3. DataDictionaryExample_ 1.xlsx 

RESEARCH TOPICS Organophosphates , Biolog ical degradation 

SUBMT > 
.., 
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